STOCKING STUFFERS
A little something for everyone

DAHIBO BABA CROW BOTTLE OPENERS These avian bottle poppers come in two heights. $28 EACH, EMMO HOME. 2. WOODEN COASTERS Top your drinks with a side of cheeky food phrases. $25 FOR FOUR, KATE SPADE NEW YORK. 3. ZIPPO OUTDOOR DELUXE HAND WARMER Keep your fingers toasty during an early morning farm shift. $18, BASS PRO SHOPS. 4. "MUM'S THE WORD" PATENT SHINE NAIL LACQUER Spread some butter on your nails—we love this neutral hue. $18, BUTTER LONDON. 5. CHEESE COMPLEMENTING VARIETAL WRAP Take the guesswork out of pairing liquid gold with curds. $45, BEE RAW. 6. TABLE GRATER MINI OAK Toss it in your bag for cego grating (so necessary). $25, BOSKA HOLLAND. 7. GEOMETRIC PRINT BEE'S WRAP This reusable plastic-alternative makes for great cheese. $19 FOR THREE, BEE'S WRAP. 8. TRAIN GUM Chew on this: all-natural gum made from only four ingredients. $2.50 PER PACK, TRAIN. 9. HERO SALVE Thirsty skin? Slather on this all-purpose moisturizer. $20, MILK MAKEUP. 10. EMERALD EDITION FLASK This gorgeously designed canteen is handcrafted in the US. $500, JACOB BROMWELL.

For more information, see “Where to Buy” on p. 127.